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Welcome to Lehman Volvo Cars of York!


If you are in the market for premium Scandinavian luxury, Lehman Volvo Cars of York is your top destination in South-Central Pennsylvania. Our team has over 60 years of experience serving the York, PA, community and surrounding areas, and we are dedicated to helping you find what you need for less. From our unrivaled new inventory to our commitment to quality customer care, we have you covered at every stage of your shopping experience. Stop by our showcase in York, PA, today for a first-hand look at everything we have to offer!


Reserve Your 2023 Volvo Today and Personalize the Volvo of Your Dreams


Believe it or not but it's easy to personalize the Volvo of your dreams near York, PA.


At Lehman Volvo Cars of York, we provide our valued clientele the capacity to build a Volvo luxury model per taste and need. This effort just a mere extension of our commitment to the greater East York area.


In fact, Volvo excellence predicates everything we do outside Dallastown.


How can I reserve, personalize my very own Volvo through Lehman Volvo Cars of York?


So, you've done all the Volvo model research by using our digital retail space and showroom. And you finally narrowed down your preferences amongst the Volvo luxury lineup of Volvo SUVs, sedans, wagons and crossovers.


What should you do next to further apply preferences and options desired?


By accessing our Reserve Your New Volvo online page, you may then build your very own Volvo -- from the tires on up. All that's needed is for you to complete the query form and submit. Or reach out to our local sales professionals by contacting us directly.


Our sales professionals will ensure all needs and desires will be accounted for in your design. Their Volvo expertise will be brought to bear on all those options, features and even powertrains available to our West York clientele.


So, with Volvo research intact and questions answered, you'll have full understanding on what's attainable in your very own Volvo model.


Can I also explore finance, lease options during the Volvo custom-ordering process?


During the custom-ordering process at Lehman Volvo Cars of York, you may also explore all options in consideration of financing or leasing.


So, dependent upon personal circumstance, our finance professionals have been tasked with providing all available avenues toward acquiring your Volvo luxury model -- personalized and reserved.


The Latest Volvo Models


If you have your sights set on a new Volvo model, our team in York, is here to help! Our new inventory is among the widest in the area, and we are proud to feature all of the latest upgrades from Volvo's stellar lineup. The following new Volvo models are included in our inventory:


	C40
	S60
	S90
	XC40
	XC60
	XC90
	V60 CC
	V90 CC



High-Quality Pre-Owned Vehicles for Sale Near East York


If you are in the market for a more affordable vehicle, our pre-owned inventory has something for everyone. We offer a wide range of Certified Pre-Owned Volvo models, along with a diverse selection of recent-year models across all body styles. Our used Volvo vehicles are carefully inspected and thoroughly tested before entering our showcase, so you can count on sustained performance and like-new quality behind the wheel of any vehicle you choose. Start exploring our lineup online today!


Volvo Financing Made Easy Near Dallastown


If you are considering a loan or leasing strategy for your next Volvo luxury vehicle, our finance center is your top destination. Our experts work with a wide range of local institutions, and our goal is to keep your experience transparent. We will consider your budget, driving preferences, and unique needs to determine the right plan for you. You can count on our team for top-tier customer care, and we will always go the extra mile to help make your leasing experience positive. Apply for financing through our website today to get started!


Volvo Service and Auto Parts Center in York, PA


Once you find your new or used luxury vehicle at the right rate for you, our dedicated Volvo service center will always be here to handle regular maintenance and occasional repairs during your car-owning journey. Whether you need a replacement part, a regular oil change, or a substantial body repair, our factory-trained technicians and parts center staff members are here to make sure you find what you need. We are committed to timely and efficient service without ever sacrificing the quality you deserve.


Visit Us at Lehman Volvo Cars of York Today!


Whether you are visiting us from West York or Hanover, we are just a short drive away at Lehman Volvo Cars of York. Our team is excited to work with you, so stop by our showcase or explore our options online today for a closer look at everything we have to offer! If you have any questions or concerns, we are always here to help. Give us a call or contact us through our website to speak with a team member at any time! We look forward to hearing from you at Lehman Volvo Cars of York.








    

    
      


    



Find the Volvo that's right for you


Here's what you need to know to confidently discover our electric car options and find the Volvo that fits your lifestyle.











Explore our electric cars


Our pure electric cars offer emissions-free driving without compromising range and power.

PURE ELECTRIC CARS
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Explore our plug-in hybrids


Plug-in hybrids pair an electric motor and a combustion engine for worry-free driving.

PLUG-IN HYBRID CARS
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Explore our mild hybrids


Equipped with a combustion engine and an electric motor, mild hybrid cars reduce fuel consumption with no plug-in required.

MILD HYBRID CARS
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Certified for every moment.

The safety you expect from a Volvo, for the moments that matter most.

EXPLORE certified vehicles
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Volvo subscription

Simple. Flexible. All-inclusive. The benefits of a car subscription with no long-term commitment.

Learn More
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